**WaxWel® paraffin unit**
- 6 lb unit with oversized tank accommodates a man’s size 12½ foot; use for hand and wrist, foot and ankle or elbow
- lightweight and portable; perfect for high traffic clinics and for home use
- operating temperature 125-134°F
- kit includes unit, washable terry cloth mitt and bootie, 65 hand/foot plastic liners and wax blocks

**accessories for all paraffin units**
- mitt (6 each) 15.00
- bootie (6 each) 15.00
- hand/foot liners (100 each) 7.50
- set: mitt (1 each), bootie (1 each), liners (65 each) 10.00

**WaxWel® paraffin refills: blocks and beads**
- 1 lb blocks-6/box
- 1 lb beads-6/box
- for use in all paraffin units
- individually wrapped 1 lb blocks or 1 lb beads (pastilles)
- simply add proper amount of either to fill tank
- 3 lb bead buckets

**WaxWel® Plus™ adjustable paraffin unit**
- unit is thermostatically controlled
- wax melts in 2½ hours
- unit automatically senses 110/220 volt

WaxWel® Plus™ 6 lb adjustable paraffin bath includes all the features of the standard unit PLUS...
- adjustable wax temperature 125°-138°F
- digital readout showing actual paraffin temperature
- clear cover with lock to prevent hot wax spills
- kit includes unit, washable terry cloth mitt and bootie, 65 hand/foot plastic liners and wax blocks

**visit our website for larger WaxWel® Plus™ units coming soon!**